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Topical importance: the relevance of the work is due to the importance of 

organizing a lexico-phraseological field, which represents a fragment of the 

Hispanic and Russian-speaking paintings of the world "Music". This study covers 

the topics devoted to the study of the concept of language painting of the world. 

Semantic field theory plays an important role in solving this task. It is one of the 

most relevant directions of modern linguistics. 

Goals: Explore LSP "Music" in the Spanish and Russian language paintings of the 

world. 

Tasks: 1) give the definition of a lexico-semantic field 

2) to highlight elements of LSP "Music" in the system of Spanish and Russian 

languages; 

3) Show how the lexical units of this LSP in the language are used. 

The scientific novelty of this work is a comprehensive study of the units of the 

lexico-semantic field "Music" of modern Spanish and Russian languages. 

The theoretical significance of the work is that the results obtained in it make a 

certain contribution to the idea of the language picture of the world of Spain and 

Russia as musical terms. 

The practical significance of this work lies in the possibility of using the results 

of our research in further work in the field of linguistics, as well as when writing 

scientific work on the Spanish language, as a training material in teaching such 

training courses as special courses on intercultural communication and the practice 

of teaching Spanish. 



Results of the research: The study of lexico-semantic fields today is a huge 

reservoir in linguistics. We conducted studies based on the concepts such as the 

"lexico-semantic field", "Lexico-semantic group", "Language painting of the 

world." 

The lexico-semantic field "Music" in the Spanish language picture of the world has 

a hierarchical structure consisting by systemic relations and characterized by 

semantic community units. This lexico-semantic field combines elements - 

lexemes: "Political hip-hop", "Alternative Chi-Hop", "Ji-Funk", "Horrorkor", 

"Freestyle Rap", "Chillpop", "Phonk", "Miami bass "," ALLA BREVE "," 

ALARGANDO "," ALLEGRETTO "," ALLEGRO "," Ambushur "," Animato "," 

Anticipation "," Gamma "," Harmony "," Hexakhord "," Glissando "," Quarter " , 

Kvintol, "Sostenuto," Sotto Voce "," Tabla "," Darbuca "," Pandereta "," Pandereta 

"," Djembe, Bar Chaims "," Maracas "," Vaquero "," Campanas "," COCTELERA, 

"" CONGA "," BONGO "," CAJON "," TRIÁNGULO "," TRINQUETE "," CAJA 

DE MADERA "," CASTAMUELAS "," REINSTICK "," First Violin "," dance for 

someone else's Dudka "," Fire, Water and Copper Pipes "," For which Kozka 

Bayan "," Returning Goat Drummer "," walk in String "," on the drum "," blowing 

into one dud ", Sonar La Flauta, Una Canción Pegadiza, Cantar A Capella, ES 

DURO DE OíDO, ANUNCIAR ALGO A BOMBO Y Platillo etc 

In the course of the study, cases of the use of the units of the lexico-semantic field 

"Music" through phraseologisms, idioms and sustainable expressions were 

identified. 

Speaking about the prospects for further research, it is possible to note the 

possibility of using the analysis done by us to study other lexico-semantic fields in 

cooperation with the lexico-semantic field "Music". 

Recommendations: The product of the study is the educational glossary "Glossary 

of musical terms in the field of sound engineering", which can be used in practical 

studies in Spanish for students of music schools and university stu 

 


